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BOSS ANNOUNCES DC-2W DIMENSION C  
AND MT-2W METAL ZONE PEDALS 

Two New Models Added to the Premium Waza Craft Compact Pedal Lineup 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Hamamatsu, Japan, October 4, 2018 —BOSS announces the DC-2W Dimension C and MT-2W 
Metal Zone, the latest additions to the acclaimed Waza Craft lineup of premium compact pedals. 
Like all Waza Craft models, the new pedals feature original BOSS analog designs that have been 
infused with artful refinements for enhanced performance and versatility. With the introduction of the 
DC-2W and MT-2W, the Waza Craft series now expands to include eight unique models. 
 
The DC-2W Dimension C ushers in the return of two legendary BOSS and Roland effects from the 
1980s. Designed in the Waza Craft analog tradition, the DC-2W offers not just a perfect sonic 
recreation of the original DC-2 Dimension C pedal, but also the legendary SDD-320 Dimension D 
studio rack effect it was based on. 
 
The Dimension’s unique spatial processing magically enhances the width and depth of any sound, 
from electric and acoustic guitars to keyboards, vocals, and other sources. A go-to “secret weapon” 
for audio engineers and music producers around the world, the Dimension sound can be heard on 
countless classic records, and is still regularly used today. Built from the original circuit designs and 
updated with modern refinements, the DC-2W is the only pedal available that delivers the vintage 
Dimension experience with complete sonic authenticity. 
 
DC-2W users can choose between DC-2 and SDD-320 modes with a panel switch. The pedal 
provides the same intuitive four-button preset interface found on the original effects, now evolved 
with electronic switching that unlocks sonic variations not available on the vintage units. Across the 
DC-2W’s two effect modes, 20 different Dimension variations are possible with just four switches. 

DC-2W MT-2W 
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First released in 1991 and in continuous production ever since, the MT-2 Metal Zone is loved by 
guitarists everywhere for its thick, rich distortion and distinctive mid-focused tone. Infused with Waza 
Craft mojo, the MT-2W takes the iconic stomp to new levels of tonal range and versatility.  
 
The MT-2W features a dual-stage gain circuit enhanced with discrete analog components, plus a 
refined EQ circuit with smoother midrange tone and unique Q values specially tuned for the pedal’s 
two operation modes. The MT-2W’s Standard mode delivers an evolved version of the original mid-
focused Metal Zone tone, while Custom mode introduces a fresh, wide-ranging voice that’s perfectly 
suited for today’s diverse high-gain styles. 
  
To learn more about the DC-2W Dimension C, MT-2W Metal Zone, and other pedals in the Waza 
Craft series, visit www.boss.info. 
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About BOSS 
BOSS, a division of Roland Corporation, has achieved legendary status among guitarists by offering 
a diverse, world-leading product lineup that includes compact effects processors, multi-effects 
processors, digital recorders, rhythm machines, metronomes, tuners, and more. For more 
information, visit www.boss.info. 
 
About Roland Corporation 
Roland Corporation is a leading manufacturer and distributor of electronic musical instruments, 
including keyboards and synthesizers, guitar products, electronic percussion, amplifiers, audio and 
recording products, vocal products, and professional audio and video products. With more than 40 
years of musical instrument development, Roland sets the standard in music technology for the 
world to follow. For more information, visit Roland.com. 
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